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Introduction. The regolith is a potential source of construction material at a lunar base. Lunar 
"bricks" could be used in the construction of road beds, foundations for equipment, unpressurized 
structures for storage purposes, and eventually as insulation and radiation protection for permanent 
facilities. Sintering, the bonding of particles below the melting temperature, holds promise as a low- 
energy method of producing such material from the regolith. 

The present set of experiments was initiated to determine the range of conditions under which 
sintering takes place. We are investigating the effects of compaction, temperature, heating time and 
grain size on the microstructure and compressive strength of simulated lunar bricks. 

Experimental. A set of thirty initial experiments was run to assess the sintering behavior of lunar 
simulant basalt (1). The starting material, designated MLS-1, is from the Keweenawan Duluth 
complex in Minnesota (2). Its major element chemical composition approximates that of an 
aluminous low-Ti mare basalt. The modal mineralogy of MLS-1 includes laboradorite, augite, olivine 
magnetite and ilmenite (3). The grain size distribution of this material, after grinding, approximates 
the distribution found in lunar soil (4). 

In phase 1 of our work ground basalt was compacted prior to heating. Samples were uniaxially 
compressed to 47,000 psi, producing a "green body" with sufficient cohesion to permit handling. 
The resulting cylinders measured approximately 1.5 cm long by 1.5 cm in diameter. Initial densities 
ranged from 2.22 - 2.40 g/cm3, reflecting a porosity of around 29% . Each cylinder was placed in a 
vertical tube muffle furnace already at temperature and flushed with argon. After heating, the 
sample was cooled to 700 OC over 30 minutes in the furnace and then removed to finish cooling in 
air. Following each experiment the compressive strength of the sample was determined using an 
lnstron testing machine. Polished thick sections of selected samples were studied by SEM. 

Experiments in Phase 2, recently initiated, involve heating followed by compaction. Ground MLS-1 
was poured into a rectangular mold with dimensions of 8 x 5 x 3 cm. After heating in argon the 
mold was removed from the furnace and each sample was immediately subjected to uniaxial 
compression of 3.2 psi. The sample was allowed to cool under compression for 1 hour before 
removal from the mold. 

Phase 1 Results. Textures Electron micrographs of samples sintered at 1100 OC show 
partially rounded grains with a high degree of bonding at grain edges (Figure 1). This temperature is 
apparently high enough to cause flow of material from grain surfaces to the areas of contact between 
grains. Many of the grain edge boundaries contain submicrometer metallic crystals, indicating 
preferential mobilization of the magnetite and/or ilmenite. 

I g m m  Significant sintering of MLS-1 basalt did not occur below approximately 1000 OC and 
the samples slumped due to partial melting at 1150 OC. Three experiments heated for 1 hour each 
at temperatures between 1000 - 11 00 OC yielded significant increases in compressive strength with 
increasing temperature (Figure 2). The strength of the sample from the 1100 OC experiment was 
21 00 psi. This is within the range specified for concrete sidewalks, walls and foundations (5). 

The compressive strength of eight samples heated to 1100 OC was essentially constant for 
runs of 30 minutes to four hours. Heating for only 15 minutes produced a sample with a 
compressive strength of nearly 2000 psi. 

Grain Si7e Experiments were run at 1100 OC for one hour on sieved MLS-1 particles smaller than 
1000, 500, 295 and 208 micrometers. The data show a general increase in strength with 
decreasing maximum grain size. The highest compressive strength, 4000 psi, was measured for 
sintered basalt with particles smaller than 295 micrometers. 
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Density Complete dimensional data were obtained before and after fourteen tests. The average 
density increase was 0.9 %. Electron micrographs of sintered samples show them to be porous 
(Figure I ) ,  with void dimensions similar to those in the unsintered green bodies. Significant density 
increases in crushed basalt apparently do not occur in the range of 1000 - 11 00 OC. 

Phase 2 Results. A sample heated to 1 1 10 OC for 3 hours was almost completely melted and 
vesiculated. Heating at 1100 OC for 2 hours resulted in strong sintering and produced a tough, 
coherent brick. The interior texture was uniform throughout. Material sintered for 2 hours at 1080 
OC displayed a strong, sintered interior and a much weaker, friable outer margin. Portions of all 
sample surfaces were cracked, indicative of thermal stresses. Additional experiments are underway 
to determine the optimum heating and cooling conditions for this method. 

Lunar Applications. A recent study (6) has proposed that useful products could be made at 
a lunar base by sintering regolith material. This study specified products with a compressive 
strength of 300 psi, which is weak by terrestrial standards but sufficient to support reasonable loads 
in lunar gravity. Our Phase 1 experiments demonstrated that high level compaction followed by 
heating to 1100 OC can consistently produce cylinders of sintered basalt with compressive 
strengths over 2000 psi. 

Initial Phase 2 results indicate that heating followed by low level compaction is also a promising 
technique for producing lunar bricks. This method has the advantage of requiring much lower 
compaction pressure while still producing a material with the strength for many lunar applications. 

The compressive strength and toughness observed in our experiments may be lower than those 
achievable under similar conditions on the moon. The abundant regolith glass will melt well below 
11 00 OC and enhance particle bonding (7). Also, compaction in the lunar vacuum should be highly 
efficient, due to the lack of intergranular volatiles. Experiments to test these hypotheses are 
planned. 
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Figure 1. MLS-1 basalt sintered at 1 100 OC for Figure 2. Relationship of compressive 
1 hour. Back-scattered electron image. Frame strength to temperature for MLS-1 basail 
width = 300 urn. sintered for 1 hour. 
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